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other improvements include support for more than 1,000
printers, an updated tool that allows you to easily fix

problems such as a printer's job limit settings, support for
spot color profiles that are added to a pdf as separate files,

and improved support for special glyphs. this edition of
softrip also includes a few new features, including the ability

to simulate an offset press with any device profile. this
allows you to take your existing pdf with the "softrip 6"

settings and simulate an offset press with it, for example by
adding postscript. this feature was developed with the help
of the staff at hp, who are the originators of the technology
that made this possible. this feature will allow you to print a
booklet with up to 100 pages, based on the same pdf you
would print from in softrip 6. you'll also be able to print a

color book that's 8.5" x 11" with a variable number of pages
based on the size of the book you are printing. wasatch has

also improved its font support in 7.6, and now includes
support for many of the legacy adobe postscript fonts that

have been around since postscript 1.0 in 1987. adobe's
postscript code was the original and most powerful method

of printing. at the time of this release, wasatch supports
more than 1,000 postscript fonts, including hundreds of

legacy fonts. not all postscript fonts are supported, but all of
the legacy adobe postscript fonts are. adobe postscript fonts
are critical to many printing processes, so it is important that

wasatch continues to support them. wasatch also includes
the pdf/x-3 standard, which is a new and powerful printing

method that includes many of the features that were
previously in postscript. because wasatch supports many

different printing methods, you can print from pdf files in a
variety of ways and situations.
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